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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PRELIMINARIES 

Nowadays, the analysis of wear damage is an outstanding engineering challenge, as there are 

friction elements in almost every technical equipment. In wear-resistant applications (e.g. 

rotor of turbocharger of cars, gas turbine parts, bearings), the Si3N4 technical ceramics, which 

are the subject of my research, are widely used, because of their excellent mechanical and 

thermal properties, associated with outstanding tribological features. Further increase of the 

wear resistance of the Si3N4 components can result in significant economic savings, so their 

development is the goal of many industrial and research programs in Hungary and worldwide. 

Wear mechanisms, controlling these damage processes and their microstructural aspects, as 

well as the interactions of the wear characteristics and material properties due to a system 

nature of the wear failure process, are changed when any element of the system is modified. 

Understanding the physical background of tribological properties is therefore a fundamental 

precondition for the development of efficient and effective material technology methods for 

producing wear resistant materials. Several methods aiming at improving of the abrasion 

resistance are used, e.g. the various methods of surface technologies, such as surface heat 

treatments, surface hardening technologies, or modification of the composition of the 

material. Among the latter, introducing or implanting micro- and nanoscale particles, or 

modifying the manufacturing technology are the most promising and most intensively 

researched areas for ceramics. 

As an antecedent of the research work presented in the dissertation, I conducted tribological 

studies on multi-layered graphene reinforced silicon nitride composite ceramics in the 

framework of a scientific student research activity, presenting my achievement in local and 

OTDK, furthermore national and international conferences. After that, I started my 

professional work on the subject in the framework of the training program of the István Sályi 

Doctoral School of Mechanical Sciences at the University of Miskolc.  

My PhD researches have been organically connected to domestic and international R&D 

projects (TÁMOP-4.2.2.A-11/1 / KONV-2012-0029, GINOP-2.3.4-15-2016-00004) and 

scholarships (Új Nemzeti Kiválósági Program, Eötvös Lóránd Hallgatói Ösztöndíj), which 

provided significant support to ensure modern technical facilities for my research. One of the 

most important example is the UNMT-1 modular micro-nano surface testing equipment, 

unique currently in Hungary, that was used during my research work intensively. 

Silicon-nitride technical ceramics were started to research more intensively in the '60s in 

order to develop internal combustion engines [1]. Although, these studies had only partially 

led to results, they initiated a process making possible to get knowledge on the relationship 

between the structure, property and production technology of silicon nitride ceramics. Today, 
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these technical ceramics have become one of the most powerful structural materials, thanks to 

their excellent mechanical properties, such as high hardness, strength, and the simultaneously 

showed high toughness, their outstanding resistance to fatigue, extremely good wear 

resistance, heat resistance or chemical resistance [2]. Monolithic technical ceramics are 

generally characterized by the fact that these advantageous properties are kept also at elevated 

temperatures. 

Any material property, such as wear resistance, is also fundamentally influenced by the 

structure of the material. There are many ways of modifying the materials structure, thereby 

controlling the tribological properties. 

For optimum tribological performance, for example, to improve wear resistance, silicon 

nitride-based ceramics are improved in the form of composites, using different reinforcing 

phases [3, 4]. One of the most intensively investigated additives are the various C derivatives, 

of which the nanotubes and graphene structures are in the focus of research in case of Si3N4 

ceramics. 

Graphene, a new member of the family of carbon nanostructures, is a promising additive for 

reducing the friction of ceramic-based composites. It is easy to produce, has excellent 

mechanical properties and can be easily dispersed in the material of the ceramic matrix. The 

properties of graphene are characterized by anisotropy, that is, the direction dependence of 

properties. The bonding of this material in the planes is 200 stronger than the steel (tensile 

strength 130 GPa), its Young's modulus is 0.5 TPa. The strongest material ever created by 

mankind [5]. In addition to the above mentioned benefits, it is a tribological advantage, that, 

due to its low friction coefficient, it can function as an excellent solid phase lubricant. Other 

effects in composites may be that new, complex amplification phases with C content may be 

produced in response to the feedstock. 

Tribological performance is greatly influenced by the material structure that is formed or 

modified during manufacturing. Nowadays, the spark-plasma sintering production technology 

can be used to create a material structure in silicon nitride ceramics that has a better wear 

resistance than conventional sintering techniques, such as hot isostatic pressing, hot pressing 

[6].  

In addition to the material technology and manufacturing technology aspects, a crucial 

research direction is represented by the research on the possible limits of the materials 

performance in different loading conditions, that is especially important when a new 

composition of ceramic nanocomposite is introduced and marketed. Determining their 

mechanical properties, it is possible to discover a wider application potential of ceramic 

nanocomposites, which is one of the objectives of my dissertation. One of the most important 

application examples of ceramics are represented by the wear resistant parts, therefore to 

analyse the wear behaviour and to examine and determine their tribological properties is an 

essential research direction. 
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The first step getting to be acquainted with the tribological behaviour and understanding the 

ongoing processes, is to learn the tribology as theoretical science and to search and review 

scientific works, analysing the material-specific features of the tribological behaviour of 

technical ceramics. In this area, the choice of scientific works on monolithic [1, 7] and various 

II. phase-reinforced silicon-nitride-based ceramic composites [8, 9, 10, 11] is wide, but there 

are also many open questions, as the operational and test experiences on the behaviour of the 

novel composites and structures are rather limited. 

Theoretical models describing the wear process of ceramics [12, 13, 14, 15], as well as 

showing clearly their different behaviour compared to metallic materials and the differences 

in the material characteristics involved, provide useful guidance on the material metrics 

associated with wear damage. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES 

The subject of my PhD thesis is the theoretical and experimental study of the tribological 

behaviour of Si3N4 nanocomposites produced by two different production technologies, i.e. 

hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and spark plasma sintering (SPS), and reinforced with 1 and 3 

wt% multi-layered graphene (MLG). 

During this work I have made a review on the related literature, with the aim of presenting the 

structure, properties, manufacturing technology and behaviour of the studied composites. 

Then, I describe the tribological processes and the typical wear modes and mechanisms of the 

studied silicon nitride ceramics. In order to prepare the experimental work, this chapter also 

deals with the knowledge of the tribological and other mechanical examinations of ceramics 

and the presentation of the test evaluation methods. 

The aim of my experimental research is on the one hand to investigate the tribological 

performance of Si3N4 based ceramics, which plays a prominent role in technical applications, 

on the other hand to characterize the effect of certain microstructural and technological 

factors, influencing the wear resistance. 

To this end, I carry out tribological experiments, based on which I am planning to work out 

various wear maps that promote the more efficient tribological application of the examined 

structural ceramics and to develop wear models for the observed dominant wear modes. In 

order to achieve these goals, I have planned the following experimental and theoretical tasks, 

based on the review and evaluation of the literature: 

 Examination of the tribological behaviour of HIP and SPS sintered, monolithic and 

multilayer graphene (1 and 3 wt%) added Si3N4 nanocomposites, by performing ball-

on-disc type wear tests, with the variation of  the loading force and sliding speed; 

defining various quantitative and qualitative characteristics (wear rate, friction 
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coefficient, dimensionless wear coefficient, wear mechanisms/modes) used to 

characterizing the wear behaviour; 

 Determination of mechanical properties (hardness, thermal conductivity, fracture 

toughness) associated with the wear behaviour; 

 Developing 2D and 3D-type wear maps based on the various wear characteristics 

(wear rate, dimensionless wear coefficient) determined as a function of loading 

parameters covering a wide range; 

 Creating a wear model that is suitable for estimating the wear volume in case of the 

three studied composition of ceramics, produced by either investigated sintering 

technology; 

The investigations carried out provide an opportunity to expand the application potential and 

recommended scope of the tested ceramic materials and provide a basis for further material 

technology developments. The obtained results are expected to be used effectively in 

databases. Wear maps represent efficient help in material selection processes, too. The models 

developed by determining the relationship between wear characteristics and material 

properties are suitable for estimating wear damage.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

With the execution of a literature review, my primary task is to get acquainted with the 

theoretical background of the experimental research work and to formulate its detailed 

objective. To do this, I first study the structure, mechanical and physical properties, possible 

application fields and usual manufacturing processes of the investigated ceramic materials. 

Then, I describe a possible new method of sintering processes, impact of which on wear the 

resistance I want to analyse. After general introduction of the investigated damage process, 

i.e. the phenomenon of wear and its basic characteristics, I describe the characteristics of the 

wear behaviour of ceramics, the wear test method intended to be used and those additional 

test methods used typically for  the related damage analysis. Wear tests were carried out on a 

ball-on-disc wear equipment, without lubricant, at room temperature, varying the load 

parameters for a wide range (F = 10‒80 N, v = 10‒200 mm/s). The  

applied test equipment was a CETR-UNMT-1 multifunctional surface testing equipment of 

the Institute of Materials Science and Technology of the University of Miskolc. Using several 

test parameters – different loading forces and sliding speeds – I defined the following 

tribological characteristics: 

 friction coefficient;  

 wear cross section of the disc’s wear track, used to calculate the value of the wear 

volume, wear rate and the dimensionless wear coefficient; 

 morphology of the wear tracks;  

 wear mechanisms, controlling the damage processes. 
  

 

I completed the ball-on-disc tests with measurements of determining the surface geometry of 

the friction surfaces, using an Altysurf 520 profilometer, operating at the University of 

Miskolc, Institute of Production Science. The scanning electron microscopy of the samples’ 

surface and the wear tracks on them was performed with a Zeiss EVO MA 10 type scanning 

electron microscope at the Institute of Physical Metallurgy, Metalforming and 

Nanotechnology, with the help of the Institute's staff. 

In addition to tribological studies, I performed a number of additional tests to determine the 

density and phase composition, hardness, Vickers indentation fracture toughness, thermal 

conductivity, elastic modulus and residual stresses in the surface layers of samples prior to 

wear tests. 

As a part of my theoretical research work, I have created a mechanical/tribochemical model 

that estimates the value of the wear volume with a good approximation. 
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3. NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS − THESES 

The wear tests were carried out using the ball-on-disc method without any lubricant, at room 

temperature, applying a wide range of loading parameters (F = 10 – 80 N, v = 10 – 200 mm/s) 

on monolithic and nanocomposite (1 wt% and 3 wt% multi-layered graphene) Si3N4 ceramics 

produced with HIP and SPS (F = 10; 40; 80 N; v = 10; 20; 50; 100; 150; 200 mm/s). Based on 

the ball-on-disc type tests, I present the following new scientific results: 

T1. The effect of the multi-layered graphene additive on wear resistance is complexly 

depend on the manufacturing process and the composition of the ceramics. The wear 

resistance of the tested Si3N4 ceramics is significantly reduced by the application of 

SPS sintering process in case if no MLG II. phase is added. As a contrary, it is 

significantly improved with the addition of 1 and 3wt% of MLG, as compared to HIP 

samples of the same composition for the tested range of loading parameters and test 

conditions. In the background of the observed improvement there is a complex effect 

of the MLG additive on the structure of materials and properties influencing the wear  

damage (hardness, toughness, density, porosity, thermal conductivity, etc.) (8) (13) 

(15). 

T2. Using the HIP manufacturing process, wear resistance is clearly influenced by the 

presence and amount of multilayer graphene. The wear resistance of Si3N4 ceramics 

produced by the HIP method significantly deteriorates in the examined load spectrum 

in the presence of the MLG phase, i.e. the applied graphene additive does not improve 

the wear resistance. This is firstly due, to the porous structure of the MLG phase and 

its stress-concentrating effect, which is the result of the long-term sintering process, 

and secondly, that the carbon does not participate in the formation of the transfer film 

under the applied load conditions and unable to act as a solid phase lubricant (8) (16). 

T3. Based on the specific wear rate and the dimensionless wear coefficient values, I have 

developed 2D wear transition maps and 3D wear rate maps for the tested Si3N4 

ceramics, with three types of composition and two types of manufacturing processes. 

Based on my analyses, the wear of the HIP monolithic specimens falls into the range 

of transition between the severe and mild wear, independently from the applied load 

range, and the range of the severe wear for the HIP produced samples expands at the 

expense of the transient range in case of addition of MLG II. phase. In case of SPS 

monolithic samples, the severe wear is dominant. Adding the MLG phase to the Si3N4 

matrix of the SPS composites leads mild wear not only to appear, but simultaneously 

the region of the severe wear becomes narrower and is shifted to the larger F and v 

values, by increasing the MLG content, as compared to the HIP-produced composite 

samples of the same composition. I also establish that the wear damage of the HIP-

sintered monolithic samples is not sensitive to the variation of the sliding rate and 
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loading force in the tested range, while in case of composite materials, it shows 

significant force dependence in certain load ranges (8) (13) (15) (16). 

T4. Based on the optical and electron microscopic morphological examinations of the wear 

tracks and the determination of the dominant wear modes and wear mechanisms, I 

establish that the dominant wear modes and wear mechanisms are characteristically  

modified with the change in loading force and sliding speed. In the case of HIP 

samples, the tribochemical wear is mixed in most of the cases with abrasive and 

fatigue wear, but becomes dominant only at higher sliding rates. In the case of 

composite samples produced by SPS technology, in most of the examined cases, 

intensive tribochemical wear occurs, which is accompanied by mechanical wear 

characteristic of the severe wear range in the case of higher loads. Relating to the wear 

mechanisms, in the case of HIP samples in addition to the plastic deformation and 

delamination the fatigue failure of tribofilm is characteristic, and at high loads, 

intercrystalline fracture and melting also can occur, while in case of SPS samples 

formation and plastic deformation of the tribofilm dominates reflecting to the 

significantly better wear behaviour of composite samples produced by SPS (7) (8) (13) 

(15) (16). 

T5. Using the wear models found in the literature for Si3N4 ceramics – and taking into 

consideration of the wear modes and mechanisms identified for the tested ceramics 

using the wear maps developed by me – I have created a semi-physical wear model, 

which can take into account the wear loss of material due to both the mechanical and 

the tribochemical wear. The model in the context of the dissertation (19) approximates 

appropriately the value of the worn volume, determined experimentally during the 

wear tests, regardless of the load force, up to a sliding speed of v = 100 mm/s, while in 

case of higher sliding rates provides acceptably good estimation for loading forces of 

F < 40 N (5) (7) (12) (13). 
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4. INDUSTRIAL UTILIZATION AND POSSIBILITIES FOR THE 

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT  

1. The surface preparation methods presented in the dissertation are suitable to ensure the 

fine surface quality required by the standards relating to the wear test of technical 

ceramics of high hardness.  

2. The two- and three-dimensional wear maps developed for the test materials can be used 

as a useful information tool for material development and selection processes, and can 

be used to select the optimal load range for the test substance.  

3. Wear mechanisms defined for the various loading conditions can be used effectively in 

modelling of the wear damage, and may be  useful means of understanding the failure 

processes of the test substance.  

4. With the help of the proposed model, the worn volume of the tested technical ceramics 

can be estimated without cost and time consuming wear tests.  

5. The future direction of the research is to reveal more deeply the wear behaviour 

focusing the following aspects:  

 Further extension of the range of test parameters, by testing intermediate values of 

the formerly applied loading parameters, as well as by expanding the range of the 

loading force and sliding speeds, to the direction of smaller and larger values;  

 Investigation of the influence of the environmental conditions (humidity and 

temperature);  

 Analysis of wear debris;  

 Additional microstructural investigations; 

 Further improvement of the developed wear model. 
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